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CAXTON PAPER MILLS LIMITED FACTORY ENGINEERS 
INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT 

This industrial agreement made in pursuance of the Industrial Conciliation and 
Arbitration Act 1954, this 25th day of May 1973, between the New Zealand Engineering, 
Coachbuilding, Aircraft Motor and Related Trades Industrial Union of Workers 
(hereinafter referred to as "the union" ) and Caxton Paper Mills Limited (hereinafter 
referred to as "the employer") witnesseth that it is hereby mutually agreed and declared 
between the union and the employer as follows: 

That, as between the parties hereto , the terms, conditions and provisions herein 
contained shall be binding on the said parties, and the said terms , conditions and 
provisions shall be deemed to form part of this agreement ; and, further , the said parties 
shall respectively do, observe and perform every matter and thing by this agreement and 
by the said terms, conditions and provisions respectively required to be done , observed 
and performed, and shall not do anything in contravention of this agreement. 

SCHEDULE 

1. This agreement shall apply to maintenance workers as detailed in clause 9 of this 
agreement and employed by Caxton Paper Mills Limited at Kawerau. 

HOURS OF WORK 
2. (a) (i) Day workers - The ordinary hours of work shall not exceed 40 per week nor 

more than eight per day on the five days of the week Monday to Friday inclusive between 
the hours of 7.30 a.m. and 5 p.m.; provided that for those workers employed under a day 
roster system to provide seven days a week coverage the ordinary hours of work will be 
fixed by clause 2 (a) (ii) hereof. 

A worker shall not be required to work more than 4½ hours continuously without an 
interval of at least half an hour for a meal ; provided that by mutual agreement the 4½ 
hours may be extended to 5 hours in cases of emergency or urgent breakdown work and 
this extended time will be paid at overtime rates until a meal break is allowed. 

(ii) Six days on two days off roster system - The ordinary hours of work for day 
workers employed under this roster system shall be 40 a week of which not more than 
eight hours may be worked between 7.30 a.m. and 5 p.m. on each of any five of the seven 
days of the week which shall be deemed to commence midnight Sunday/Monday. 

(b) (i) Shift Workers - The ordinary hours of work for shift workers shall not exceed 
five eight hour shifts to be worked between midnight Sunday/Monday and midnight 
Friday/Saturday. 

(ii) Each shift worker shall be afforded reasonable opportunity during the shift to 
partake of a meal and two ten minute intervals for refreshments but machinery shall be 
kept fully working and production shall not be impeded. 

(iii) Except in the case of a replacement and/ or substitute for a regular shift worker 
who is temporarily absent due to sickness, accident or other causes a worker shall not be 
deemed a shift worker unless he is employed on shift work on his next three successive 
working days inclusive of the day of the commencement of such shift work. 

(iv) In any case where a shift worker commences a rostered sequence of shifts in the 
course of which he is required to change to another sequence he shall be paid at overtime 
rates for the first shift of the new sequence. 

( v) Continuous shift rosters will be worked as follows: 
Continuous shift roster ( 4 fitters - 6 days on 2 days off) -

A 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
B 4 p.m . - 12 p.m. 
C 12 p.m . - 8 a.m. 
D Rest day 
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OVERTIME 
3. (a) (i) Day workers - Time worked outside or in excess of the hours prescribed in 

clause 2 hereof shall be paid at the rate of time and a half for the first three hours in any 
one day and at double time rates thereafter ; provided that time worked between 10 p.m. 
and 6 a.m. shall be paid for at double time. 

(ii) Time worked after 12 noon on Saturday shall be paid at double rates. 
(iii) Time worked on Sundays and holidays shall be paid at double rates . 
(iv) A worker who works so much overtime between the termination of his ordinary 

work or shift on one day and the commencement of his ordinary work or shift on the 
next day that he has not had at least eight consecutive hours off duty between those 
times shall, subject to this subclause, be released after completion of such overtime until 
he has had eight consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for ordinary working 
time (as prescribed in clause 2) occurring during such absence. If on the instruction of the 
employer such a worker resumes or continues work without having had such eight 
consecutive hours off duty he shall be paid at double rates until he is released from duty 
for such period and he shall then be entitled to be absent until he has had eight 
consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for ordinary working time occurring 
during such absence. 

(v) Any worker who after having completed his day's work and left the place of 
employment is called back to work overtime shall be paid at a minimum of three hours' 
pay at the appropriate rate; provided further that either the employer provides transport 
to and from the place of employment or pays the worker an attendance allowance of one 
dollar and sixteen cents ($1.16). Where such call back extends for six or more hours 
continuously before 8 a.m. double time shall be paid until the worker is released. A 
worker who has had at least eight hours off duty after the work of the preceding day and 
who is called back on a normal working day before 4 a.m. for a period which does not 
extend six or more hours continuously before 8 a.m. shall be allowed time off at the 
beginning of his normal working time on that day equivalent to the actual time worked 
on such call out without loss of pay for normal working time occurring during such 
absence. 

(vi) The employer will make every endeavour, except for urgent or breakdown work, 
to avoid working overtime on monthly union meeting nights. 

(b) (i) Overtime and penal rates - shift workers - All time worked outside of or in 
excess of the scheduled shifts or time worked on any rostered day off shall count as 
overtime and be paid for at time and a half rate for the first three hours and double 
ordinary time thereafter. 

(ii) Work performed on Saturday and Sunday shall accrue the following penal rates: 
(1) As part of ordinary hours of work: 

(a) Before noon on Saturday - first three hours at time and a half and 
thereafter double time. 

(b) After noon on Saturday and on Sunday - double time. 
(2) Outside of ordinary hours of work: 

(a) Before noon on Saturday - first three hours at time and a half rates and 
thereafter double time. 

(b) Any shift worker who, after having completed his day's work and left the 
place of employment, is called back to work overtime shall be paid a minimum 
of three hours' pay at the appropriate rate; provided further that either the 
employer provides transport to and from the place of employment or pays the 
worker an attendance allowance of one dollar and sixteen cents ($1.16). Where 
such call b.ack extends for six or more hours continuously before 8 a.m. double 
time shall be paid until the worker is released. 

General - In the cases of breakdown and emergency full co-operation will be given by 
working as much overtime as is reasonable to overcome such breakdown or emergencies. 
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ON CALL 
4. Any worker who agrees to be on call outside his normal working hours shall be paid 

two dollars and eight cents ($2.08) per day for each day such arrangement is made. 

MEAL MONEY 
5. Workers who are required to work overtime extending more than one hour past 

normal meal times will be furnished a meal or paid meal money of 102.0 cents. Normal 
meal times referrec to above are: 

12 noon 
5p.m. 
l0p.m . 
4 p.m . and 12 midnight but only for time shift f 

worker who continues on overtime at the end Meal intervals not exceeding hal 
hour shall be counted as time 

of an 8 a.m. to worked. 
4 p.m. or 
4 p.m. to 12 midnight shift 
3 a.m. 
8 a.m. - provided work begins before 7 a.m . 

Where in the carrying out of such overtime work -
(i) A worker at the specific request of the employer takes a meal interval of not 

more than half an hour. 
(ii) Meal time become due as above at 4 p.m., 10 p.m., 12 midnight, 3 a.m. and 

8 a.m. 
the meal intervals so taken shall be counted as time worked. 

NOTE - The purpose of this clause is to provide for meal times and meals in the 
course of overtime work periods only. Nothing in this subclause shall be construed as 
applying to work periods which fall within a worker's ordinary hours of work whether or 
not any such ordinary time may accrue penal rates. 

SHIFT ALLOWANCE 
6. (a) Where day, afternoon and night shifts are worked a shift allowance of 132 cents 

shall be paid to each worker but the management shall have the right to fix its own 
allowance for the three shifts respectively including the right not to pay any allowance 
for the day shift; provided that the total for a complete cycle of three shifts amounts to 3 
dollars 96 cents. 

(b) Should the company require a two shift operation with day and afternoon shifts 
the allowances for such shifts shall be negotiated between the company and the union. 

HOLIDAYS 
7. (a) The following holidays shall be allowed and paid for: Christmas Day, Boxing 

Day, New Year's Day, the day following New Year's Day, Labour Day, Anzac Day, 
Anniversary Day, the birthday of the reigning Sovereign, Good Friday and Easter 
Monday. 

(b) Provisions of the Public Holidays Act 1955 which deal with the transference of 
holidays which fall on a Saturday and Sunday shall apply to this agreement. 

(c) Payment of wages for the said holidays shall be made to all persons who perform 
work under this agreement at any time during the fortnight ending on the day on which 
the holiday occurs. The employer shall pay one-tenth of a day's ordinary wages to each 
worker in respect of each ordinary day worked by him for the employer during the 
fortnight ending on the day of any holiday referred to in subclause (a) of this clause. 

( d) Except in the case of Anzac Day when it falls on a Saturday or a Sunday , where a 
rostered day off falls on a recognised holiday the shift worker concerned shall be entitled 
to payment for any such holiday. 
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( e) Except as hereinafter provided each worker covered by this agreement shall be 
entitled to an annual holiday of two weeks, provided that payment for these holidays 
shall be assessed as follows: 

(i) A running total shall be maintained for each employee of the weekly pay hours 
applicable to his employment during the 52 weekly period preceding the date 
on which his holiday entitlement accrues, inclusive of the time paid for in 
respect of statutory and annual holidays but exclusive of time worked in 
excess of eight hours per day. Each hour paid for at ordinary rates of pay shall 
be assessed as one pay hour, each hour paid for at time and one half ordinary 
rates of pay shall be assessed as one and one half pay hours and each hour paid 
for at double ordinary rates of pay shall be assessed as two pay hours. 

(ii) Where employment has extended over the complete year prior to the holiday 
entitlement falling due the total pay hours thus accumulated shall be divided 
by 52 and for a lesser period by a proportionately lower figure. 

(iii) The average weekly pay hour figure so assessed shall be multiplied by the 
employee's hourly rate applicable at the time the holiday is actually taken to 
arrive at the amount to be paid for each complete week of holiday entitlement. 
Shift allowance is to be disregarded when making this computation. A 
proportionate amount will be payable for entitlements of less than one week. 

(f) A worker after the second and subsequent years of continuous service with the 
employer party to this agreement shall be allowed a third week of annual holidays paid 
for on the same terms as provided in sub clause ( e) hereof. 

(g) (i) Whenever the employer elects to operate and for so long as he continues to 
operate a four shift, continuous roster system scheduling maintenance on seven days of 
the week, 24 hours of the day and including any or all of the holidays specified in 
subclause (a) of this clause rostered shift workers shall work on any or all of such 
holidays as required by the employer; provided that apart from the closing down and 
starting up of plant, plant safety and essential services, work shall not be required on 
Christmas Day and New Year's Day and; provided further that the employer may 
substitute another recognised holiday for New Year's Day. 

(ii) Shift workers who have worked under the four shift continuous roster for a 
complete year shall be allowed an additional week of annual holidays, paid for on the 
same terms as provided in su bclause ( e) of this clause; provided that the additional week 
may be allowed either in conjunction with or separately from the ordinary holiday 
entitlement as the employer may decide and as far as practicable to meet the wishes of 
the worker concerned. 

Shift worker::. who have worked under a four shift continuous roster for part of the 
year only shall have an entitlement of a corresponding proportion of the additional week; 
provided that payment shall be made for the part week in satisfaction of the holiday 
entitlement. 

(iii) Any shift worker who has worked under the roster and in the course of which he 
has worked his normal rostered hours on any or all of the aforesaid recognised holidays 
shall be entitled to one additional day of annual holiday for each recognised holiday so 
worked subject to the following conditions: 

( 1) Any additional annual leave accruing in terms of this sub clause shall be 
accumulated and taken at such time as the employer may decide and as far as 
practicable to meet the wishes of the worker concerned. 

(2) Payment for such additional holidays shall be eight hours at ordinary rates of pay. 
(iv) The same conditions in respect of a day off in lieu for each statutory holiday 

worked shall also apply to day workers operating under a day roster system which 
requires work over seven days of the week. 

(v) This subclause does not apply to a worker working any statutory holiday which is 
not a rostered work day under his normal rostered sequence. 

(h) (i) A worker shall be entitled to special holidays as follows: 
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( 1) One special holiday of two weeks after the completion of 15 years and before the 
completion of 25 years of continuous employment with the same employer. 

(2) One special holiday of three weeks after the completion of 25 years and before the 
completion of 35 years of continuous employment with the same employer. 

(3) One special holiday of five weeks after the completion of 35 years of continuous 
employment with the same employer. 

(ii) All such special holidays provided for in this subclause shall be paid for on the same 
terms as provided for in subclause (e) of this clause; provided that the special holidays 
may be allowed either in conjunction with or separately from other holiday entitlements 
pursuant to this clause as the employer may decide and as far as practicable to meet the 
wishes of the worker concerned. 

(iii) If a worker having become entitled to a special holiday leaves his employment 
before such holiday has been taken he shall be paid in lieu thereof. 

(i) It is understood that holidays may be allocated during any part of the year as the 
employer may decide and in accordance with a roster system which as far as practicable 
will take into account the wishes of the worker concerned. 

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT 
8. (a) After one week's service the employment shall be deemed to be a weekly one 

and one week's notice shall be given by either side; provided however that the employer 
shall be entitled to dismiss any worker summarily for misconduct. 

(b) Wages shall be paid not later than Thursday in each week. 
( c) All wages shall be paid on dismissal of a worker or when a worker leaves of his own 

accord. 
WAGES 

9. (a) Rates: 

(i) Day workers: 
Workshop: 

Per Hour 
C 

Per Week 
$ C 

Tradesman 183.6 73.44 
Fitter welder 189.2 75.68 
Trainee roll grinderman 168.9 67.56 
Second class machinist 162.6 65.04 
Fitter's mate 154.8 61.92 
Labourer/cleaner 147.6 59.04 
With the provision of the classification Labourer/cleaner it is accepted by the 

union that there shall be no restriction in the cleaning duties required of a 
fitter's mate. 

Where a worker is seconded for training as a roll grinderman he shall , so long 
as his training continues, be classified and paid as a trainee roll grinderman and 
his progress in training shall be reviewed each six months. 

Millwide: 
Tradesman 
Fitter welder . 
Tradesman handyman . 
Greaser 
Garage serviceman 
Fitter's mate 
Labourer 

Per Hour 
C 

190.1 
195.7 
172.4 
164.1 
164.1 
160.1 
150.6 

Per Week 
$ C 

76.04 
78.28 
68.96 
65.64 
65.64 
64.04 
60.24 

Where tradesmen other than fitter welders are employed continuously for 
one hour or more on welding or metal spray_ing incidental to their work they 
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shall be paid 5.6 cents an hour additionally for the time involved, but this rate 
shall be increased to 8.1 cents per hour for holders of a Marine Department test 
certificate while employed on work for which such certificate is required. 

Workers while employed on fibre-glassing shall be paid 5.6 cents per hour for 
the time involved. "Fibre-glassing" means the application of glass-fibre and 
resin. 

Per Hour Per Week 
C $ C 

(ii) Shift workers: 
Sole continuous shift fitter 196.3 78.52 
Continuous shift fitter 193.5 77.40 

A shift tradesman who undertakes welding work continuously for one hour 
or more during his shift assignment will be paid for the time involved an extra 
5.6 cents per hour. 

(iii) A tradesman on production of a trade certificate in the trade in which he is 
employed issued by the New Zealand Trades Certification Board shall be paid 
six cents (6.0c) an hour in addition to the rates provided herein. 

(iv) A tradesman on production of an Advanced Trades Certificate in the trade in 
which he is employed issued by the New Zealand Trades Certification Board 
shall be paid a further allowance of six cents (6.0c) an hour making twelve 
cents ( 12.0c) an hour certification allowance in addition to the rates provided 
herein. 

(v) Leading hands: Where a worker has been specifically directed by his employer to 
take charge of any job and has under his control not less than four men such 
worker shall be paid 11.3 cents an hour extra for the time involved. Where a 
worker is substantively classified as a leading hand his regular rate shall be the 
rate for the appropriate classification increased by 11.3 cents an hour. Workers 
employed under this agreement who are in charge of not less than two outside 
tradesmen who are not covered by any Caxton Paper Mills Limited Industrial 
Agreement shall be paid a further 8.5 cents an hour, giving a total of 19.8 cents 
an hour. 

(vi) Junior labourers and assistants may be employed on the following wage scale in 
the proportion of 1 to 2 or fraction of 2 adult workers employed; provided 
that adult labour is available. p w k Per Hour er ee 

Under 17 
17 - 18 
18- 19 . . . . . 

C $ C 

103.0 41.20 
116.1 46.44 
132.4 52.96 

Included in the above rates is an allowance in full satisfaction and discharge 
of all working conditions and operations that may arise in the performance of 
the normal and expected duties of the workers concerned in the pulp and 
paper mills of the employer. The incorporated allowances for tradesman day 
workers based on a core fitter rate of 180.1 cents per hour are: 

Engineer tradesman: 
Workshop - 3.5 cents/hour. 
Mill wide - 10.0 cents/hour. 

(b) (i) Special payments - Any worker required to work in any compartment or 
confined space where the heat exceeds 43.3 degress Celsius shall be paid, in addition to 
his normal rate of pay, a special heat rate computed at ordinary time rates for the time he 
is so employed. A "compartment or confined space" means a place the dimensions of 
which necessitate a worker working in a stooped or otherwise cramped position or 
without proper ventilation, or where confinement within a limited space is productive of 
unusual discomfort. 
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(ii) Any worker required to work on the following work shall be paid, in addition to 
the rate of wages to which he is entitled for the time at which the work is performed, a 
special rate computed at half ordinary time for the time he is so employed: 

All repair work carried •out above crane rail level of No. 2 machine while the 
machine is operating (excluding the fan room). 

All repair work inside yankee dryer cylinders and inside suction rolls. 
All repair work inside the Heil dryer drum. 
All repair work inside the combustion ducting of No. 2 paper machine. 

(iii) A worker shall not be entitled to receive payment under both paragraphs (i) and 
(ii) of this subclause at one time. If both provisions are applicable to the conditions under 
which the worker is employed, he shall be paid the higher rate of the two. 

(iv) Workers employed in confined spaces where welding or burning operations are 
being carried out, shall be paid at half ordinary rates extra above the ordinary or overtime 
rate, as the case may be. 

(v) No claim under paragraphs (i), (ii) and (iv) of this subclause shall be recognised 
unless the worker furnishes particulars on his time sheet for the day concerned, the 
nature of the allowance claimed, and the time involved. 

(c) Service allowance - A service allowance on the following terms shall be paid: 
(i) For service exceeding one year - 1.5 cents per hour. 

(ii) For service exceeding two years - a further 1.5 cents per hour making 3.0 cents 
per hour in all. 

(iii) For service exceeding five years - a further 3.0 cents per hour making 6.0 cents 
per hour in all. 

(iv) For service exceeding ten years - a further 3.0 cents per hour making 9.0 cents 
per hour in all. 

(v) This allowance shall count for the calculation of overtime and special rates. 
( vi) Service now accrued qualifies for the allowance. 

(vii) Service must be continuous so that if a man leaves or is discharged and returns to 
the employer he commences afresh without service allowance and his 
qualifications for the allowance run from date of return. 

TOOL ALLOWANCE 
10. A tradesman required to provide his own tools ( except drills, taps, hacksaw blades 

and files) shall qualify for a tool allowance of 4.2 cents for each hour worked; provided 
that he has, to the satisfaction of the employer, sufficient and suitable tools for the work 
on which he is employed. Tool allowance shall not be payable if the employer supplies all 
the tools required. The employer shall compensate a worker for tools lost by fire on the 
employer's premises. List of "sufficient and suitable" tools for the various categories of 
tradesman will be drawn up by agreement between employer and union and the agreed 
list shall thenceforward be the basis of determining qualification for tool allowance. 

SICK LEAVE 
11. (a) After three months' continuous service with the employer a worker who is 

prevented from engaging in his employment by reason of sickness or accident (other than 
on account of a work injury or incapacity which is compensatable pursuant to the 
Worker's Compensation Act 1956) shall , subject to the accumulation provisions of 
subclause (h) hereof and to the other provisions hereinafter in this clause provided, be 
entitled in the next nine months of service to paid sick leave of up to ten days and in each 
subsequent year of service to paid sick leave of up to ten days calculated in each instance 
at the rate of eight hours at the ordinary time rate of pay. 

(b) Sick pay shall not be paid in respect of any statutory or award holiday for which 
the worker is entitled to his ordinary pay. 

(c) Sick pay for a day shall be calculated according to the number of working days for 
which the worker's ordinary weekly pay is paid. 
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( d) Absence of one day only shall not be paid. 
(e) The employer shall require a claim for sick pay to be supported by a medical 

certificate. 
(f) It shall be obligatory on the worker to ensure notice is given to the employer on the 

first day of absence due to illness. 
(g) The employer shall have the right to require the worker to produce additionally a 

medical certificate at the employer's expense from a doctor nominated by the employer . 
(h) A worker's sick leave entitlement shall commence to accrue either from the date of 

making of this agreement or from the date of completion of his first three months of 
continuous employment with the employer, whichever is the later, and shall be assessed 
proportionately at the rate of ten days per annum for the period up to the next 
succeeding anniversary of the day on which he commenced his employment with the 
employer and thereafter at the rate of ten days for each succeeding year of service. Sick 
leave entitlements which remain unused at the end of each year of service shall be carried 
forward to the next year of service, provided that at no time shall the accumulated 
entitlement so carried forward exceed thirty days. 

GENERAL CONDITIONS 
12. (a) All the provisions of the Factories Act 1946 and its amendments will apply in 

respect of washing and sanitary facilities , clothing, accommodation, first aid, dining 
facilities and hot water and safety requirements. 

(b) All portable electric gear shall be properly insulated and any defect shall be 
immediately reported to the foreman. 

( c) Suitable screens shall be supplied for electric welding machines and shall be used by 
operators whenever it is not impracticable to do so. 

(d) Workers employed on gas or electric welding and cutting shall be supplied with 
goggles or helmets and gauntlets or gloves and when engaged on overhead work, leather 
aprons and full sleeve leather; jerkins shall be available. 

(e) The employer shall supply reasonable facilities for supplying warmth for men 
working in the workshop in cold weather. 

(f) No worker shall be required to work on live steam pipelines or on moving 
machinery when he is beyond easy calling distance of some other person who may or may 
not be subject to this agreement; provided that operation of machine shop equipment 
shall be carried out as at present with safety precautions being observed. 

(g) Two pairs of overalls, which may at the discretion of management be substituted 
with work suits of shirts and trousers, shall be issued to each worker and an additional 
pair to motor garage fitters, the overalls to be replaced when worn out. Workers issued 
with overalls shall receive a payment of 33 cents per week as a laundering allowance. 

(h) (i) Each worker covered by this agreement shall be supplied on request with one 
pair of leather steel capped working boots or shoes. Replacement shall be upon 
production of such footwear when worn out with a maximum issue of two pairs per 
annum. 

(ii) Should the worker's employment terminate before he has completed 12 months' 
service with the employer, he shall retain his issue of leather footwear but shall refund to 
the employer one-twelfth of the initial cost of the last issue of footwear for each 
complete month by which his length of employment falls short of 12 months. 

(iii) A worker required to work in places where gumboots are necessary, shall be issued 
with one pair of an appropriate type on a loan basis. The footwear so issued shall be 
returned when no longer required, failing which the worker shall be liable to refund an 
amount equivalent to the residual value thereof. 

(i) A rest interval of not less than ten minutes shall be allowed morning and afternoon 
without deduction of pay, and also after each two hours' continuous overtime provided 
that the overtime is to be continued after such interval. Tea, milk and sugar shall be 
supplied free of charge by the employer at meal breaks and at rest intervals. 
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G) A stop work meeting with a limit of two hours shall be allowed once in each period 
of three months ; provided that a skeleton staff sufficient to maintain production shall be 
left on duty. In special circumstances the employer is prepared to consider requests for 
additional stop work meetings. 

(k) Provisions shall be made for the removal of objectionable fumes resulting from the 
welding or gas cutting of galvanised material and milk shall be available from the cafeteria 
for those doing this type of work. 

(1) Provision shall be made for sterilizing gloves, goggles, or helmets in a formalin box 
or by some other satisfactory means. 

(m) Provision shall also be made for the cleaning of goggles and helmets. 
(n) Where a worker is injured in the course of his employment and is obliged to attend 

hospital or a doctor for treatment during working hours, such worker shall be paid by the 
employer for time so lost on the day of the accident but not for more than two hours. 

( o) Proper shelter shall be provided to protect workers from cold winds or wet weather 
when working in the open. 

(p) Issues of working or protective clothing and equipment will be made on the footing 
that the employee accepts responsibility and will be required to sign a receipt 
accordingly. Where a worker fails to account for issues so made the value less fair wear 
and tear may be deducted by the employer from any wages due. 

( q) (i) An allowance in lieu of transport will be paid to each worker in respect of 
attendance each day. The allowance will be 24 cents per day. The allowance will not be 
paid when personnel are absent for holidays, sickness or any reason. 

(ii) The allowance will be withdrawn in the event transport is provided. 
(iii) The allowance will be related to N.Z.R.. Road Services passenger fares - being 

increased on a pro rata basis. The suburban statistic will be used unless the number of 
routes falls below five in which event the total average suburban and long haul statistic 
will apply. 

(r) Mill General and Safety Rules such as may be agreed between the employer and the 
union shall be circulated to all workers. 

DISPUTES 
13. The essence of this agreement being that the work of the employer shall not on any 

account whatsoever be impeded but shall always proceed as if no dispute had arisen; it is 
provided that if any dispute or difference shall arise between the parties bound by this 
agreement as to any matter whatsoever arising out of or connected therewith and not 
specifically dealt with in this agreement every such dispute or difference shall be referred 
to a committee to be composed of two representatives of each side together with an 
independent chairman to be mutually agreed upon or, in default of agreement to be 
appointed by the Conciliation Commissioner for the district. If the committee is unable 
to decide the question then the chairman shall give a decision or refer the matter to the 
Court. Either side shall have the right to appeal to the Court against a decision of any 
such committee or chairman upon giving to the other side written notice of such appeal 
within fourteen (14) days after such decision has been known to the party desirous of 
appealing. 

UNDER-RATE WORKERS 
14. (a) Any worker who considers himself incapable of earning the minimum wage 

fixed by this agreement may be paid such lower wage as may from time to time be fixed, 
on the application of the worker after due notice to the union, by the local Inspector of 
A wards or such other person as the Court may from time to time appoint for the 
purpose; and such inspector or other person in so fixing such wage shall have regard to 
the worker's capability, his past earnings, and such other circumstances as such inspector 
or other person shall think fit to consider after hearing evidence and argument as the 
union and such worker shall off er. 

1973-109-Awards 
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(b) Such permit shall be for such period, not exceeding six months, as such inspector 
or other person shall determine, and after the expiration of such period shall continue in 
force until 14 days' notice shall have been given to such worker by the secretary of the 
union requiring him to have his wage again fixed in manner prescribed by this clause; 
provided that in the case of any person whose wage is so fixed by the reason of old age or 
permanent disability it may be fixed for such longer period as such inspector or other 
person shall think fit. 

(c) Notwithstanding the foregoing, it shall be competent for a worker to agree in 
writing with the president or secretary of the union upon such wage without having the 
same so fixed. 

(d) It shall be the duty of the union to give notice to the Inspector of Awards of every 
agreement made with a worker pursuant hereto. 

(e) It shall be the duty of an employer, before employing a worker at such lower wage, 
to examine the permit or agreement by which such wage is fixed. 

UNQUALIFIED PREFERENCE 
15. (a) Any adult person engaged or employed in any position or employment subject 

to this agreement by any employer bound by this agreement shall , if he is not already a 
member of a union of workers bound by this agreement, become a member of such union 
within fourteen (14) days after his engagement, or after this clause comes into force, as 
the case may require. 

(b) Subject to subclause (a) hereof, every adult person so engaged or employed shall 
remain a member of a union of workers bound by this agreement so long as he continues 
in any position or employment subject to this agreement. 

(c) Every worker obliged under subclause (a) hereof to become a member of a union 
who fails to become a member as required by that subclause, after being requested to do 
so by an officer or authorised representative of the union in accordance with subclause 
(b) hereof, commits a breach of this agreement. 

( d) Every employer bound by this agreement commits a breach of this agreement if he 
continues to employ any worker to whom subclauses (a) and (b) apply, after having been 
notified by any officer or authorised representative of the union that the worker has been 
requested to become a member of the union and has failed to do so, or that the worker 
having become a member of the union has failed to remain a member. 

( e) For the purpose of this clause "adult person" means a person of the age of 18 years 
or upwards, or a person who for the time being is in receipt of not less than the minimum 
rate of wages prescribed for adult workers by this agreement. 

(f) Any employer who is requested in writing by the secretary of the union so to do 
shall, within one month after receipt of such request, supply to the union a list of all 
workers coming within the scope of this agreement then in his employ; but such request 
shall not be made to the employer at intervals shorter than six months. 

(NOTE - Attention is drawn to section 174H of the Industrial Conciliation and 
Arbitration Act 1954 which gives to workers the right to join the union). 

RIGHT OF ENTRY 
17. The secretary or other authorised officer of the union shall, with the consent of the 

employer (which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld) be entitled to enter at all 
reasonable times upon the premises or works and there interview any workers but not so 
as to interfere unreasonably with the employer's business. 

COST OF LNING ORDER 
18. The rates of remuneration determined by this agreement include the effect of the 

Cost of Living Order dated 26 October 1972 issued pursuant to provisions of the 
Stabilization of Remuneration Regulations 1972. 
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TERMS OF AGREEMENT 
19. This agreement insofar as the provisions relating to rates of remuneration are 

concerned shall come into force on 12 November 1972 and so far as all other provisions 
are concerned it shall come into force on the day of the date hereof and shall continue in 
force until 18 December 1973. 

Signed on behalf of the New Zealand Engineering, Coachbuilding, Aircraft Motor and 
Related Trades Industrial Union of Workers: 

J. J. Crummey, Secretary. 
In the presence of - E. W. J. Ball. 
Signed on behalf of Caxton Paper Mills Limited: 

D. H. Nunweek, Mill Manager. 
In the presence of - D. J. Fetherston, Mechanical Engineer. 


